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The Legend of the Holy Grail. 

THE LEGEND OF THE HOLY GRAIL. 

I. THE PERCEVAL OF CRESTIEN. 

IN several romances of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 
mention is made of a sacred vessel, to which, in English rendering, 
has been given the name of the Holy Grail. The legend, which is 
related in various forms, has commonly been supposed to depend on 
a basis of inherited tradition, and therefore to come within the terri- 

tory of folk-lore. An understanding of the story, and of its connec- 
tion with chivalric ideas, can only be obtained by a critical exami- 
nation of the literary works in which the material is contained. All 
that will be attempted in the present paper is to give some account 
of the earliest of these compositions, the poem from which, according 
to one opinion, the whole cycle originated, and of which all subse- 

quent tales of the Grail would in that case be regarded as only inter- 

pretations and expansions. 
An " idyll" of Tennyson has made readers in England and Amer- 

ica familiar with a story of the Holy Grail. The sacred vessel, 
according to this account, was the cup of the sacrament, employed 
in the Last Supper. After the Crucifixion, it passes into the pos- 
session of Joseph of Arimathaea, by whom it is carried to Britain. 
It is kept in a "spiritual city," whence it issues on miraculous jour- 
neys, and makes an appearance at the Round Table of King Arthur; 
it becomes the object of a "quest," to be accomplished only by the 
most perfect of knights. The hero of the adventure is 'found in a 

mysterious youth by the name of Galahad. 

Widely different is the part played by the vessel, in the earliest 
of the productions where it makes an appearance. This is a poem 
relating to Perceval, written about the year I I75, by Crestien (that 
is to say, Christian) of Troyes. The development of the cycle of 
romances treafing of the Grail can be comprehended only by pro- 
ceeding from this interesting work; but I am not aware of any 
analysis which brings out with clearness what to my mind are the 
essential characteristics of the tale. It is, therefore, necessary to 

set forth, in a concise manner, the ideas which, in the opinion of 
the present writer, are embodied in the remarkable production. 

In his earliest extant romance, the author made allusion to a 

knight of Arthur's court, entitled Perceval li Galois, or Perceval 
the Welshman. It is, therefore, fair to presume that he may have 

been acquainted with adventures narrated concerning this person- 
age, with whose fortunes the most important part of his poem is 

concerned. 
Together with the fortunes of his principal hero, the writer also 
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undertook to recite achievements of Gauvain (in English spelling, 
Gawain), nephew of Arthur and chief knight of the Round Table, 
whose fortunes he had in previous compositions only incidentally 
noticed. For the purpose of avoiding monotony, and bringing into 
relief the portrait of his central character, he seems to have intended 
that the secondary portion of the drama should exhibit a certain 
parallelism to the primary part of the fiction. This ambitious design 
was carried out with the crudeness inseparable from essay in a new 

style of composition, and with the result that the two sections 
remained separable. Furthermore, the task proved too extensive to 
accomplish within a limited space. After carrying on the tale to a 

length greater than that of its forerunners, Crestien left the narra- 
tion unfinished, insomuch that it is not now possible to conjecture 
in what manner he had proposed to connect the divisions of the 
fiction. The work, which was probably published after the death of 
the author, excited universal admiration. Many attempts were made 
to complete the history, but with total want of success. The con- 
tinuators evidently possessed no knowledge in regard to the fortunes 
of the characters other than that obtained from the verse. The 

deficiency goes far to make it probable that no popular tale existed 
which had analogy to the poem. 

The part of the work devoted to Perceval may be said to con- 
stitute the most original and interesting literary production of the 
twelfth century. The writer undertook to set forth the process of 
education in chivalry. For this purpose he selected as his hero a 
simple, but sensitive and intelligent, youth, brought up in the wilder- 
ness under the charge of a fond mother, and acquainted with as 
much as a woman can teach, but wholly unversed in the ways of 
the world. The tale falls into three sections, reciting respectively 
instruction in arms, love, and duty. 

In order to understand the scenery, it is necessary to take into 
account the Historia Regum Britanniae of Geoffrey of Monmouth, 
whose work (according to my own opinion) supplied the outlines 
into which French Arthurian poets inserted romances which are 
of an episodic nature. Here it is related that after the death of 
Uter (Uther) Pendragon, Britain was wasted by Saxons, and the 
inhabitants of the island reduced to great distress. 

In the account of Geoffrey, Loegria, that is to say, England, with 
the exclusion of Northumbria, formed the essential part of Arthur's 
kingdom. Following him, French romancers made the realm of 
"Logres" an ideal land of courtesy and chivalry. According to 
the terminology of the time, Wales (French Gales) included the 
Scottish border, Carlisle (in mediaeval orthography, Carduel) being 
designated as belonging to that province. The North of England, 
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in the twelfth century, formed a vast forest, in which might be 
encountered giants and fairies, and where might be expected mar- 
vellous adventures. This reputation was long retained by the woods 
of Cumberland. It is accordingly to this region that the widowed 
mother of the hero withdraws for safety. In the wilderness she 
builds a manor, and here educates her only son. The time of this 

flight is not clearly stated, but apparently supposed to have taken 

place at the period named, previous to the accession of King Arthur, 
twenty years before the date of the story. 

The boy grows up in the simplicity which is the necessary conse- 

quence of isolation. Of necessity, he wields the arms, and wears 
the costume of Welsh rustics, being attired in breeches and gaiters, 
the hempen shirt and coat, described as the dress of the peasantry. 
His mother intentionally withholds information in regard to chivalry, 
being well aware that, in the event of his attaining such knowledge, 
the youth would insist on seeking his fortune in the world. 

An accident furnishes the enlightenment from which he has been 

jealously guarded. While roving in the forest, the lad falls in with 
a party of knights, whom he takes for supernatural beings. Being 
especially struck by the beauty of their equipment, he seeks instruc- 
tion regarding their armor, inquiring the name and use of each 

weapon, and learns that it is from King Arthur that the outfit was 
obtained. Falling in love with the magnificent exterior which he 
takes for the essential element of knighthood, he determines to visit 
the king, who is holding court at Carlisle. Unable to prevent her 
son from carrying out his design, his mother gives him her benedic- 
tion, and recommends to him the duties associated with chivalry, 
in especial succor of the unprotected and piety toward the Creator. 
On his departure, the lady dies of heartbreak. 

The youth arrives at Carlisle, and receives an insult from Kay 
the seneschal. With his own hand he wins the armor he desires, 
but refuses to return to court until the injury shall be avenged. On 
his way, he meets a nobleman of honorable aspect, and, following the 
admonition of his mother, who has charged him to heed the advice 
of worthies, accepts his lessons. He is shown the use of the arms 
he bears, and admitted to the honor of knighthood. In performing 
the ceremony, the tutor, according to custom, enforces the important 
obligations devolving on a knight. Of these, the principal are the 

precepts already inculcated, of charity and piety. More specific 
injunctions are to spare a fallen foe, and to be reticent in speech. 
The young knight insists on departing to inquire as to the safety of 
his mother, concerning whose fate he is anxious. So ends the first 

section, narrating the enfances or boyhood of the hero. 
The second division of the narrative supplies another step in the 
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progress of the young warrior, who is made to acquire the enlarge- 
ment of mind arising from the love of woman. This is accomplished 
by a mediaeval method, through the relief of a distressed damsel. 
Although the idea is in itself conventional, it is likely that the 
manner in which the action is described may have been an innova- 
tion of the poet. In this new relation, the young champion exhibits 
the simplicity which is his characteristic, but also the quickness of 
attainment belonging to his intelligent nature. The desire to learn 
the condition of his mother prevents him from delaying. With a 
promise of return, he parts from his friend, and sets out on his 
homeward journey. 

It is the third part of the history, which, according to the state- 
ment above made, is principally occupied with ethical problems; and 
it is in this section of the tale that is introduced a sacred vessel, 
afterwards called the Holy Grail. 

The young knight wanders through the desert, on his way to the 
manor of his mother, and arrives at the brink of a river. While in 
doubt as to his course, descending the stream, he observes a skiff, in 
the bow of which is seated an angler. The latter informs him that 
the stream is impassable, but that lodging may be obtained in the 
house of the fisherman. Following the directions vouchsafed, the 
hero ascends a hill, from the summit of which at first he perceives 
only woods. Presently he makes out the turrets of a castle em- 
bosomed in the trees, whither he repairs. He is received with the 
usual courtesies, and, after a period of waiting, is conducted to a vast 
hall. Here he perceives a chimney, carried on pillars of bronze; 
the hearth is so large that four hundred men might have gathered 
round it. In front of the fire, reclining on a couch, he sees the 
master of the castle, who turns out to be the fisherman who had 
given the invitation; the latter is supported on his elbow, and his 
head is besprinkled with white hairs. (It is not the intention of the 
writer to represent him as old.) The host, excusing the infirmity 
which prevents his rising, summons the stranger to a place at his 
side; while the two are engaged in conversation take place several 
remarkable incidents. 

An attendant brings a sword, which the master of the castle 
bestows on his visitor, explaining that the weapon was destined for 
the guest, but that it will break under certain conditions, which he 
fails to particularize. 

In the hall are visible two doors, opening into separate chambers. 
From one passage issues a youth, carrying a lance, the head of which 
exudes blood. He passes between the couch and the fire, and van- 
ishes in the second apartment. 

Presently, by the same entrance, appear two youths with ten- 
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branched candlesticks, aflame with candles. These are followed by 
a maiden, who in both hands carries a dish (graal). The splendor 
of the vessel, which is magnificently decorated with jewels, aston- 
ishes spectators. She is succeeded by another maiden with a small 
silver platter. Like the bearer of the lance, the party disappears in 
the other chamber. At every course, the dish and platter reappear. 
The guest, who remains seated beside his host, wonders at the sights 
before him, and has on his lips a series of questions. He desires to 
learn why the lance bleeds, and who is the unseen person served with 
the dish. 

The youth, however, recalls the warning of the preceptor, who 
had especially charged him against over-freedom of speech. Out of 

respect to this direction, he holds his peace, although with some 

doubt; for he remembers to have heard it said that it is possible to 
err by keeping silent too long, as well as by saying too many things 
at a time. The hour for retiring arrives; the lord of the house bids 

good-night to his guest, and is borne to his room, while for the 

stranger a bed is made up in the hall. On the morrow, the visitor 
awakens to find himself alone. Vexed at this apparent slight, he 
dresses himself to the best of his ability, and perceives his arms 

lying on the dais; he goes to the doors which he had observed on 
the evening before, and find the chambers closed; he leaves the 

hall, descends the stair which leads to the court of the castle, at the 
foot finds his horse, which is saddled and bridled, while his lance 
leans against the wall. He sees that the bridge is lowered, and 
takes it for granted that his host has ridden out to the hunt; he 
rides across, and, as he does so, the bridge is hoisted by an unseen 

hand; he turns, and shouts an inquiry, but obtains no response. 
The road from the castle shows the hoof-prints, which indicate 

the passage of a body of horse. On this trail he rides, until the 

signs disappear. He continues his journey by a wood-road, and 
finds a lady weeping over the body of a headless knight. As in 

duty bound, he offers his services, and a conversation ensues. Per- 

ceiving the sleek condition of his steed, the damsel expresses her 

astonishment, averring that for a long distance no habitation is to 
be found. This the youth denies, affirming that he found hospi- 
tality in a neighboring mansion, and is then informed that he must 
have received shelter in the house of the Fisher King. Respecting 
this personage, - the lord of the mysterious castle, - she furnishes 
additional information: in a battle he has been shot through both 

hips with a javelin; and, in consequence of this unhealed hurt, is 
unable to mount steed. His sole amusement is angling in the river, 
whence his title of the Fisherman. Had the guest made proper 
inquiries, the good king would have been healed. As it is, great 
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evils will ensue alike to himself and others. She now demands the 
name of her interlocutor, who announces it to be Perceval li Galois, 
or Perceval the Welshman. (This is the first time that the hero 
has been named.) The first part of the appellation she recognizes, 
and reveals herself as his cousin, also informing the youth of the 
death of his mother. She declines an invitation to accompany the 
young adventurer, who proceeds on the track of the knight who has 
caused her distress. 

In regard to the name, the poet observes that Perceval guessed it 
rightly, although he did not know it. This way of statement is 
obscure, and the ambiguity of the pronouns has given occasion to 
miscomprehension; but the context shows that the solution is sim- 
ple. The reference is not to the proper name, by which Perceval 
calls himself, and which is recognized as his appellation; it is the 
epithet that was new; he could not guess that he would come to be 
known by the title of Welshman. The significance of this remark 
will presently be explained. 

The hero now accomplishes a series of adventures, in the course 
of which he attains distinction; he avenges the injury of his cousin 
by defeating the injurer of her knight, and chastises the seneschal 
for the insult formerly received; he becomes the friend of Gawain, 
the noblest of cavaliers, and is received with honor in the court of 
Arthur. At the height of his success, and while he is the cynosure 
of all eyes, falls the blow that the reader has felt impending; a 
damsel of hideous aspect appears, who denounces the youth for the 
negligence that had kept his lips sealed in the presence of his kind 
host. As a result of this indifference, and in virtue of his failure to 
make proper inquiries, the Fisher King would never be healed of 
his infirmity. In consequence, the country, deprived of its pro- 
tector, would suffer calamity, and orphans and widows would come 
to abound; for all this misery, he alone would be responsible. Over- 
come by this unexpected accusation, Perceval vows never twice to 
sleep in the same house, and never to turn aside from the most des- 
perate adventures, until he shall have learned why the lance bleeds, 
and who is the mysterious person served with the dish. The tale 
now leaves the main hero, and proceeds with the adventures of 
Gawain. 

After an intermission of five years, the story returns to Perceval. 
During the intervening time, the latter has been engaged in his 
hopeless quest, an exile from Arthur's court, and unable to visit the 
lady of his love. His sole consolation has been the warfare in which 
he delights to risk his unregarded life. In these five years, he has 
sent to Arthur as prisoners sixty knights, but all the while never 
bethought him of God. 
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On Good Friday, while riding in complete armor, he meets in the 
wilderness a party of pilgrims, both knights and ladies, who have 
repaired to the cell of a hermit, where they have made the confes- 
sion and received absolution. They proceed barefoot, clad only in 
the woollen gowns which were the ordinary attire of penitents. The 
leader of the troop censures the magnificent stranger for bearing 
arms on the day when Christ died. This rebuke awakens religious 
thoughts in the mind of Perceval, who, in his distress, has taken no 
note of times and seasons. He follows the wood-road through which 
the pilgrims have passed, signing the way by bent boughs, in order 
that others may be conducted to the place where they have found 
peace. In a little chapel he finds the hermit, who is reciting the 
highest and sweetest service that in Holy Church is said. Perceval 
makes confession to the holy man, who proves to be his uncle. The 
latter censures his nephew for the death of his mother, who had 
died of sorrow, on account of the son's departure. This sin it is 
that has sealed his lips, and prevented him from putting the ques- 
tions that would have caused the recovery of his host, the Fisher 

King. The unseen occupant of the chamber into which the dish 
had been carried is the brother of the hermit, and father of the 
Fisher King (who is therefore Perceval's cousin). During twenty 
years this personage has kept his room, nourished by no food other 
than a consecrated wafer, which is borne in the dish. This sus- 
tenance supports his life, so holy is the dish, while the recipient is 
himself so spiritual that he stands in need of no other food. Per- 
ceval receives the exhortations of his uncle, who repeats the injunc- 
tions of charity and piety, in the beginning of the tale, inculcated 

by the youth's mother. During the intervening days he shares the 

lodging of the anchorite, and on Easter partakes of the sacrament. 
The story proceeds with adventures of Gawain, and does not 

return to Perceval. 

The word graal, or greal, a familiar Romance term, seems to be 

nothing else but a modification of the Latin (originally Greek) crater, 
bowl. In significance, it answers to the English dish, by which it 
has been translated. Like the latter, it might or might not have 
feet to stand on; it might or might not be covered, for the purpose 
of keeping the viands warm. In the poem, stress is laid on the 
absence of such covering. The vessel was completely visible, and 
its magnificent decoration might be noted, a circumstance calculated 
to intensify the curiosity of the beholder. A usual feature in the 
description of any remarkable mansion is the splendor of the ware. 
There is nothing peculiar in the description, other than the epithet 
holy, applied to the dish. 
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This attribute of holiness was afterwards explained on the theory 
that the vessel had been employed in the paschal supper of Jesus. 
It is, however, to be noted that the dish occupies a subordinate 
position. The point to be ascertained is not the use of the vessel, 
but the person therewith served. Moreover, in a later part of the 
tale, we read of a quest after the lance, but none after the dish. 
Leaving out of the account the subsequent expansions of the story, 
one would not think of the eucharist. A hundred other legendary 
reasons might have been given for the sanctity of a sacred utensil. 

The bleeding lance was understood to be that with which Christ 
was wounded. Such interpretation would not be inconsistent with 
the ethical design of the poem, and would be sufficiently in accord- 
ance with mediaeval conceptions and usages. On the other hand, it 
does not follow that the author intended such explanation. In this 
case, also, other ideas might have been possible, more in accordance 
with the spirit of the narration. If some of Crestien's imitators 
assumed this reference, others discarded the conception, and consid- 
ered the marvel of the ensanguined spear to be sufficiently accounted 
for by a supposed historic or prophetic relation to the fortunes of the 
hero's family. All such notices, one way or the other, are nothing 
better than guesses, made with no more illumination than belongs 
to a modern peruser of Crestien's work. Gawain is sent in search 
of the weapon, which he is apparently expected to carry away with 
him, and the acquisition of which was to put an end to his feud. It 
appears unlikely that he would have ventured so to acquire the 
weapon of the crucifixion. 

It is worth observing that the sword, also designed to figure in 
subsequent story, likewise received a legendary character, as that 
with which St. John the Baptist had been beheaded; a conception 
only remarkable as showing the manner in which Christian myths 
were introduced into matter which originally had no such connection. 

Setting aside additions and reconstructions, there is no difficulty 
in comprehending the poet's idea. To an unseen person are carried 
a dish and platter, the ordinary utensils of a repast, with a pomp 
usual in the banquets of royal personages. In the present instance, 
however, the vessels are almost empty. The tenant of the chamber 
has no need of ordinary food. This exemption arises from his 
religious vocation. In virtue of ascetic piety, he is able to dispense 
with secular nutriment, subsisting by the grace of God. Such supe- 
riority to the partaking of daily bread is otherwise mentioned as 
the reward of pious affection. A symbol of the divine bounty, the 
wafer which has received the priest's blessing and become the body 
of Christ, is made to take the place of meat, and is carried in the 
dish. In this representation, the poet only followed a common 
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belief of his time, which accepted the notion that it was possible 
for holy persons to be nourished by the host. The dish, the means 
of conveying this support, would naturally be described as beautiful 
in ornament, and would also be regarded as possessing sanctity as a 
relic. The epithet holy would therefore be natural, and might well 
have been written into the text on the impulse of the moment, as 
serviceable in the rhythm of the verse. This single word it was, 
however, which, in the later literature, occasioned the tale to be 
altered and developed into an elaborate legend of the Holy Grail, 
the vessel of the eucharist. 

According to this view, sword, lance, and dish are mere properties 
of the literary theatre, applied for stage decoration. The mention 
of a dish or grail may well have been, not only an incident, but an 
accident. 

That the mention of a sacred vessel is merely incidental is made 
clear by the ethical purport of the narrative. Crestien's work deals 
with moral conceptions, presented with astonishing skill, genius, 
and beauty. A proper understanding will be promoted by two ob- 
servations, which may be offered as the principal contributions made 
in this paper to the theory of the poem. 

The first remark relates to the proper name of the chief person- 
age. Perceval li Galois, or Perceval the Welshman, has hitherto 
been understood to signify that the hero belonged to a royal family 
of Wales. In this manner the epithet was understood by the medi- 
aeval successors of the minstrel, and so modern critics have inter- 
preted the appellation. 

However, according to the scheme of the author, Perceval is no 
Welshman. His mother, a Loegrian lady, has only retired to Wales, 
a land of deserts, for the sake of concealment and security. From 
the exigencies of the case, the boy uses the dress and arms of Welsh 
peasants, and for this reason is mistaken as a Welshman. This 
character, assigned to him by the knights he encounters in the 
wood, is voluntarily retained by his own choice. 

Britons, that is to say, the Celtic population of Great Britain and 

Brittany, were originally regarded with contempt; but the publication 
of the history of Geoffrey of Monmouth, and the consequent credit 
obtained by ancient Britain, as a land of ideal chivalry, altered this 

feeling. Britons were now named with reverence, and regarded 
as the authors of romantic poetry. The like credit, however, was 
not conferred on existing Welshmen. On the contrary, Anglo- 
Normans considered these as foolish and brutal. In the words of 
the riders who fall in with Perceval, Welshmen are stupid as cattle. 
The term galois, Welshman, thus came to mean rude and rustic. 
It is so employed as a term of reproach, even without conveying 
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the idea of Welsh nationality. It is with this sense that the word is 
used by Crestien. Perceval li Galois means Perceval the simple. 
The name of the hero thus expresses the object of the poem, 
intended to describe the education of a simple nature. 

Bearing this in mind, it will be perceived that the parallels which 
have been suggested are inapplicable. Thus Mr. Nutt compares 
the tale with a Scotch-Gaelic narrative of "The Great Fool;" but 
Perceval is no fool; on the contrary, an exceptionally intelligent 
youth, whose simplicity, the result of isolation, at once disappears 
on contact with the world. Any similarity which the French poem 
may appear to have with folk-tales of this class arises, not from the 
author of the story, but from alterations and additions made by later 
remodellers who altered a scheme, the intellectual significance of 
which they did not fully comprehend. 

The second observation concerns the part played in the story by 
the recommendation of silence. 

It has been observed that, according to the poet, the essential 
virtues of chivalry are charity and piety. It is these which are at 
the outset inculcated by the mother, emphasized by the knightly 
instructor, and finally repeated by the religious teacher. In the im- 
portance assigned to the care of the unprotected and prayer to God, 
the minstrel had in mind the statement of the apostle concerning pure 
religion and undefiled, which is to visit the fatherless and widows in 
their affliction, and to keep one's self unspotted from the world. 
Such conduct the poet makes the essence of knightly obligation. 

The work is arranged to develop the application of these cardinal 
principles of action; the love-tale arises from protection of the 
orphan; the story of the unasked question is made to elucidate the 
theory of religious obligation. 

In addition to the general injunctions mentioned, the preceptor 
of Perceval lays stress on two specific duties, - mercy and reticence. 

The propriety of sparing the fallen is illustrated by an important 
part in the action. Under circumstances of extreme provocation, 
the hero twice forbears to take the life of an enemy, whom he 
contents himself with sending to King Arthur. This clemency, 
contrary to the spirit of the older heroic poesy, was perhaps an 
addition of the trouvere to the morality of romance. 

Less obvious is the necessity of reserve in speech. The purpose 
of the author and meaning of his work can be made clear by an 
incursion into the proverbial philosophy of the Middle Age. 

A collection of sententious maxims used as a handbook for the 
instruction of youth, and familiar to every schoolboy of the twelfth 
century, was that of Dionysius Cato, whose Latin distichs, rendered 
into many languages, were universally known. 
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Cato designates control of the tongue as the first of merits, and 
as a virtue approved by heaven:-- 

Virtutem primam esse puta compescere linguam; 
Proximus ille Deo est, qui scit ratione tacere. 

In the words of an English translator of the eighteenth cen- 
tury :-- 

Think it a vertue chief, to speak in season; 
He's next to God, who can hold 's tongue with reason. 

The prose condensation of the adage only has: Magna quidam 
virtus nostrae est moderatio linguae. A great virtue is the govern- 
ment of our tongue. 

Translators were apt to think this maxim too sweeping, and to 
modify the approbation of silence by that of seasonable speech; 
thus the Anglo-Norman Everard translated the distich so as to 
make it signify that the man is near to God who knows how when 
to speak and when to be silent. 

La vertu premere 
Ki a tei seit chere 

Est lange refrener; 
A Deu est prochein, 
Ki par resun certein 

Set taisir e parler. 

So an Anglo-Saxon renderer, whose version states that it is best 
before God that one be discreet and able to regulate both his speech 
and his silence, and to wot when he hath spoken and when he is 
answered. 

The adage is only one of a class of proverbial expressions respect- 
ing the relative merits of speech and silence, -a debate forming 
familiar literary material of the Middle Age, and frequently referred 
to in the works of our author. 

The first of the extant.productions of Crestien turns on the same 
question, whether or not to suppress the free utterance of thought. 
Enid6, who has fallen into disgrace by open censure of her husband, 
considers whether she shall further violate his prohibition by warn- 
ing him of his danger. In her regret for her freedom of language, 
she represents to herself that no man ever regretted keeping his 
ideas to himself, while speech would have often been his bane:-- 

Einz teisirs a home ne nut, 
Mes parlers nuist mainte foiee. 

The lines are a paraphrase of a saw, found in a more pithy form 
in the German Cato: - 

Swigen schadet keinen tac, 
Klaffen wol geschaden mac. 
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It is a habit of the trouvere, to which sufficient attention, in my 
opinion, has not been paid, to furnish, in his later works, contrasts 
and counterparts to preceding compositions. This is the case in the 

present instance. As in Enid6 he portrayed a lady who had prac- 
tised blunt freedom, in Perceval he described a knight who exhibits 
excessive reserve. Yet this restraint is not without scruple. Per- 
ceval remembers having heard that it was possible to be mute too 

long, as well as to converse over-much:-- 

C'ausi bien se puet on trop taire 
Com trop parler a la foie. 

Here, again, the poet paraphrases a proverb, which appears in a 

quatrain of a later Spanish writer, the Rabbi Sem Tob:- 

Mal es mucho callar, 
Peor es estar mudo, 
Que non es por callar 
La lengua segunt cudo. 

The same rhymer devotes a long discussion to the dispute con- 

cerning the excellencies of speech and silence. If sages had not 

taught, disciples would not have existed. 

Sy los sabios callaran, 
El saber se perdiera; 
Sy ellos non ensennaran, 
Deqiplos non uviera. 

It is to a French saying answering to this last citation, that Cres- 
tien has reference in the first lines of the Erec. The poet excuses 
himself for venturing to embark on the sea of literature. In his 

apology, he seems to defend himself against critics who were inclined 
to rebuke his presumption. After his manner, he answers by a 
proverb. The vilain (clown of the jest-book) saith in his saw that 
folk scorn things more precious than they guess. If one were silent, 
he might leave unuttered a thing which would conduce to pleasure 
if uttered; therefore every man ought to do his best to use the gift 
he hath. Such is the retort of the poet, who presently boasts, with 
good reason, that he has undertaken a work which will endure as 
long as Christianity. 

The proverbial philosophy, in which is discussed the relative advan- 
tages of utterance and secrecy, is represented, as above observed, in 
the lines of Dionysius Cato; but the latter, a writer of the period of 
the Antonines (perhaps only a name for a series of proverb-makers), 
merely gathered sententious sayings, of which, in the second cen- 
tury, some were already ancient. Before Plato, Theognis laid stress 
on the virtue of measure in speech, as opposed to the cackling of 
the worthless; and old saws noted the dinner-hour as an especially 
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important time for refraining from being a bore. As Cato, in an- 
other distich, stated the warning: - 

Inter convivas fac sis sermone modestus; 
Ne dicare loquax, dum vis urbanus haberi. 

In the words of the English translator: - 

Say little at a feast, lest thou be named 
A tattler, whilst thou would be civil famed. 

The advice, not to be loquacious lest you be held impolite, is 
translated in the words put by Crestien into the lips of Perceval's 
tutor :- 

Nus ne puet estre trop parliers, 
Qui sovent tel chose ne die 
Que on li tourne a vilonie. 

These comments and parallels will make clear how often the poet 
had reflected on the ideas involved in the discussion, and how natural 
it was for the preceptor of the young knight to place the virtue of 
reticence beside that of clemency. 

The man dear to heaven is he who can use measure in speech, 
says the proverb; Perceval, an inexperienced lad, has not the know- 

ledge which would enable him to do so. The failure to make inquiry 
is therefore natural. But is the action more than a jest without 
serious meaning? Why punish the well-meaning youth for his inevi- 
table mistake? The poet knew that this is what Nature does. The 
best intentions do not save men from the consequences of their 
defect of wisdom. The tragedy of life is the inability to grasp 
opportunity. 

It is in the nature of achievements required from heroes of ro- 
mance that they can be accomplished only by the right person. The 
adventure can be performed only by the perfect knight. Perceval, 
the rude boy who has broken his mother's heart, is no such ideal 
deliverer. It is his sin that has sealed his lips. Here, again, the 

meaning must be read between the lines. The hero may not suc- 
ceed in his task until a hard education has fitted him for a responsi- 
ble task. Disappointment is a necessary step in education. Such 
is the conception, for the sake of which the poem exists. 

Of the two cardinal obligations, one has been observed; even in 
his misery, the hero has not neglected charity and mercy. But the 
sense of unmerited hardship, of unjust desertion, induces him to set 
aside religious emotion. Feeling himself lost and forgotten, on his 

part he has endeavored to forget. The religious adviser, who, as a 
third instructor, repeats and reinforces the precepts of the mother 
and of the tutor in arms, reveals to him that such rebellion has been 
a mistake of simplicity. The last lesson is the folly of despair, - 
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the last injunction that conveyed by the pithy English saying, Never 
too late to mend. The conceptions of duty at the outset of the 
tale enjoined by the beautiful lines put into the mouth of the mother, 
at its end are confirmed by the equally lovely verses ascribed to the 
hermit - 

Encor poras monter en pris, 
S'auras honor et paradis; 
Dieu croi, Dieu aime et Dieu aore; 
Preudome et preudefame honore. 

When it is considered that the part of the narrative devoted to 
Perceval, and every scene it includes, is ingeniously and naturally 
arranged in such manner as to enforce this series of ideas, - that no 
incident could have occupied any place other than that assigned, 
that the future grows out of, and is rendered necessary by, the 
past, - it seems out of the question that the work of Crestien could 
have borne any close resemblance to a ruder original. As a conse- 
quence, later works which follow the outlines of the action must be 
considered to owe their existence to the composition of which they 
are only interpretations. 

The Arthurian scenery is obviously a decoration. If in any part 
of his narrative Crestien followed a folk-tale, such possible ruder 
antecedent must have undergone a recast so complete as scarce to 
have remained recognizable. 

No doubt the Perceval, in several situations, exhibits the influence 
of folk-tales. That a hero should arrive at an enchanted castle, find 
the master of the mansion in straits which he was destined to relieve, 
and fail in consequence of his wilful ignorance as to the course 
which he was required to pursue, is a state of things which has a 
resemblance to the action of certain stories, the origin of which is 
probably mythologic. But such similarity is remote and indefinite. 
No particular tale has been pointed out which bears any close analogy 
to the scenes of Crestien's poem. 

It may probably be that the composition is founded, not on any 
single traditional narrative, but on elements taken from many folk- 
tales, combined freely for literary purposes. These situations, bor- 
rowed from the most various quarters, arranged themselves about 
the central ideas, as filings about a magnet. The whole of this labor 
could hardly have been the work of Crestien; he may have had 
predecessors who worked in a similar spirit, and who brought into a 
ruder form the story which he altered and elaborated. But the 
work of such possible forerunners must also have been literary, and 
distant from anything which could have been contributed by a 
Cymric reciter. 

The affiliation which Irish and Welsh literatures fail to offer is 
furnished by matter nearer to a Frenchman of the twelfth century. 
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According to the analysis above given, the main theme of Cres- 
tien's tale is the instruction of simplicity. In the beginning of the 
poem, it is related in what manner the hero is led to follow the 
profession of arms, from which his mother and guardian has been 
anxious to deter him, by keeping from his knowledge all particulars 
respecting knights. In the course of wanderings, he falls in with 
the very persons from whom he was to have been isolated; in conse- 
quence of information thus obtained, he is led to covet the advan- 
tages of knighthood, and in the end to pursue the career against 
which he was to have been protected. 

To the general idea of this narration exists a parallel in the 
famous legend of Barlaam and Josaphat, a Christian recast of the life 
of Gautama Buddha. In the latter story, a king, after for a long 
time desiring a male heir, has a son respecting whom it is predicted 
that one day he shall embrace Christianity. Fearing the accom- 
plishment of this prediction, the child is shut up from the world, in 
order to prevent him from beholding such human vicissitudes as 
might incline his will toward asceticism. Arrived at adolescence, 
the lad is suffered to go abroad, and obtains a view of human suffer- 
ing, and a consequent knowledge of the certainty of disease and 
death. The thoughts awakened by the spectacle disturb his peace 
of mind; in the end, he is instructed in Christian faith by the 
hermit Barlaam, who obtains admission under the disguise of a 
merchant. 

As the central idea of the legend is to set forth instruction in 

Christianity, so that of the Perceval is to recount education in 

chivalry; and it would seem necessary to seek no further for the 
fundamental conception of Crestien. 

The Perceval opens with a scene, in which the simple youth is 
made to behold objects of armor and apparel concerning the name 
and use of which he inquires. (It may be noted that the contrast 
between the natural curiosity of youth and the self-control of his 
later reserve constitutes one of the many delicacies of the verse.) 
The legend of Barlaam also makes mention of a similar incident. 
The magician Theudas, in order to impress on the king the neces- 

sity of employing the influence of woman, relates a story of a youth, 
who, to be protected from ill-fortune, must be shut up from the sun 
until the completion of his fifteenth year. At the end of this time 
he is allowed to observe the splendors of the world. "Here, gold 
and silver; there, pearls and precious stones; spacious chariots 
with royal steeds, and, in brief, everything after its rank and class 

they show the boy. When he inquired what each of these was 
called, the servants of the king indicated the appellation; but when 
he anxiously desired to learn the name of women, the sword-bearer 
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of the king jestingly said: 'These are the demons who seduce men.' 
Now the heart of the boy, taken by desire, panted for these more 
than all beside; wherefore, after everything had been displayed, they 
bring him back to the king. Then the king demanded of his son 
what he most loved of the things he had seen. 'What, father!' 
said he, 'save the demons who seduce mankind ! for of none of those 
things which have been shown me did my soul so burn as for their 
friendship.' And the king was amazed at the words of the boy, and 
saw how tyrannous a thing is the love of women." 

This parable, in separate form, became part of the collections 
of Exempla, or stories pointing a moral, used by the mediaeval 

clergy. In these is developed the trait of inquiry, on the part of a 
simple-minded youth, into the names and qualities of objects used 
in the great world. The connection with our tale seems obvious. 
All that was necessary was a change from women to knights, as the 
dangerous beings encountered; and it may be that the Perceval 
contains an allusion to the legend. 

It cannot be supposed that Crestien was the first inventor of the 
Arthurian story; he must have been acquainted with some narrative 

regarding Perceval the Welshman; but how much such a story con- 
tained cannot be conjectured. It is possible that the narrative known 
to the trouv&re may have been of a comic character, and that the 
seriousness and significance of Crestien's work may have been 
entirely due to the talent of the poet, who probably recast and com- 
pletely altered his original. 

The origin of the jest which conferred on the hero the epithet of 
Welshman has already been set forth. The designation points to an 
Anglo-Norman origin, as only inhabitants of the island of Britain 
would have been likely to give to a jesting tale a Welsh reference. 

The nursery literature of our own day has preserved this habit of 
ridicule directed against folk of Wales. A familiar rhyme recounts 
the absurd mistakes of the "three jovial Welshmen" who are repre- 
sented as hunting on St. David's Day, and who suppose a ship to be 
a chimneyless house, the moon to be cheese, and so on. An Amer- 
ican variant has retained a verse more consonant with the chase. 
The hunters suppose a horse to be a hornless deer. It cannot be 
doubted that the ridicule is ancient, perhaps as old as the time of 
Crestien. The reference, no doubt, primarily was to ignorance of 
habits and usages of the polite world in the days of chivalry. The 
verses, therefore, seem to belong to the same root as the narrative 
which, according to the suggestion, may have been transformed into 
the beautiful story of the French minstrel. 

In the attribution to Welshmen, however, we have only an example 
of the habit of attaching ridiculous histories to localities and races. 
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Kindred with the nursery rhyme is a folk-tale recorded by the 
brothers Grimm, directed against Suabians; and Wolfram of Eschen- 
bach affirms that, in point of stupidity, Bavarians had the reputa- 
tion of the countrymen of Parzival. Thus the former were made 
to play a similar unheroic part, and became the point of attachment 
of the winged seeds of jests, which fly about the world ready to 
adhere to any convenient object. 

The brief examination here offered into the meaning and sources 
of Crestien's work might have been expanded to much greater length 
and provided with abundant citations; but it will be more useful, as 
well as agreeable, to leave these remarks in the form of suggestions. 

In a future paper, it may be possible to point out the manner in 
which, according to the opinion of the writer, ideas and situations 
supplied by the poem of Crestien came to undergo such alteration 
as to furnish the basis for a legend of the Holy Grail. 

NOTES. 

See A. Nutt, Studies on the Legend of the Holy Grail, with Especial Refer- 
ence to the Hypothesis of its Celtic Origin, in Publications of the Folk-Lore 
Society, No. xxiii., London, I888. For mention of later works, including those of 
G. Paris and W. Golther, consult A. Nutt, Les derniers travaux allemands sur 
la legende du saint Graal, in Revue Celtique, 1891; also as appendix to Folk- 
Lore, vol. ii., London, 189r, pp. I-xlviii.; M. Gaster, The Legend of the Grail, 
Folk-Lore, vol. ii. I89I, pp. 50-64, I98-211 (Remarks of A. Nutt, pp. 211-219); 
R. Heinzel, Uber die franz6zischen Gralromane, in Kais. Akad. d. Wiss., Phil.- 
hist. Classe, Denkschriften, Vienna, I892, vol. xl., iii., pp. 91-196. 

The work is set down by modern critics, even Golther, as properly to be called 
a story of the Grail, - conte del graal. This appellation is given in the proem 
attached to the work, the ungenuineness of which seems to me apparent. Apart 
from other indications, it may be noted that some of the lines imitate the preface to the Chevalier de la Charrette. Crestien was the last person to repeat himself. 
The occurrence, of rhymes and expressions used by the minstrel does not offset 
the absurdity of the preface, which must have been indited by an imitator, who 
endeavored to copy the trouvere's style of expression. According to this view, 
the term conte delgraal should be discarded. 

With regard to the time at which the mother of Perceval is represented as having retired into the desert, it is manifest that this must have been before Arthur's 
accession; and the parallel given in the adventures of Gauvain, regarding the 
retreat of Igerne, Arthur's mother, fixes the date as twenty years earlier than the 
narration. The reference to the history of Geoffrey of Monmouth seems obvious. 
As to the long passage in which the mother of Perceval is made to give her son 
an account of the fortunes of his father and brothers, the doubtful genuineness 
may be left to be determined by the critical editor. Wolfram of Eschenbach 
must have used a text which represented the lady as a widow at the time of her 
flight; and such probability coincides with the parallel of Igerne. 

Especially to be mentioned is the article of W. Golther, in Sitzungsberichte der 
philos-phil. u. hist. Classe der K. Bayern Akad. d. Wiss., Munich, I890, vol. ii. 
pp. 174-217, with whose general principles the present writer unreservedly coin- 
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cides. Golther sets forth the freely fictitious character of the French romances, 
the ability of each writer to use the work of his predecessors, and recast at will 
the material, and the impropriety of citing later stories as if they were independ- 
ent traditional narratives which can be compared with predecessors of which 
in reality they are only free and arbitrary transformations. He does not, however, 
give any analysis of the poem; and, so far as I know, the previous article is the 
first attempt to expound the significance of the romance from the point of view 
here adopted, while neither the meaning of the proper name nor the relation of 
the action to the proverbial literature of the time have before been noted. 

The rhyme mentioned as possibly connected with the root of the Perceval was 
recorded by J. O. Halliwell-Phillips, Nursery Rhymes of England, 1840:-- 

There were three jovial Welshmen, 
As I have heard them say, 

And they would go a-hunting 
Upon St. David's Day. 

All the day they hunted, 
And nothing could they find, 

But a ship a-sailing, - 
A-sailing with the wind. 

One said it was a ship, 
The other he said, nay; 

The third said it was a house 
With the chimney blown away. 

The American rhyme is nearly the same, but the verse above noted recites:- 
The one says, " It 's a horse," 

The other he said, nay; 
The one says, " It's a deer, 

But its horns are blown away." 

See my Games and Songs of American Children, New York, 1883, No. 34, and 
note; Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. ii. I89o, p. 243. 

For the extensive literature of the parable relating to the youth who had never 
seen a woman, see T. F. Crane, Exempla of Jacques de Vitry (in Publications of 
Folk-Lore Society), London, I890, p. 37, and note; J. Jacobs, Barlaam and Josa- 
phat, London, I896, p. lxxxvii. Jacobs observes that the story, occurring in both 
the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, is distinctly a Hindu conception. The 
notice of the parable above given is after the Greek text of H. Zotenberg, Paris, 
I886, p. 125; this Greek form is regarded as the source of western versions, like 
the Latin of Johannes Damascenus, Historia de vitis, etc., Antwerp, 1593, c. xxx. 

An Armenian folk-tale, having some affinity with the story of Percival's depar- 
ture from home, and subsequent search for his mother, will be found in the follow- 
ing pages of this Journal (pp. 135-142). 

William Wells Newell. 
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